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but also utilize the high short-time positioning precision of
DR to compensate the error of GPS when the signal of GPS
is blocked or interfered. Thus, the dynamic performance of
positioning of the vehicle can be improved greatly and the
high precision, reliability and stability are available.
Consequently, we presents a novel GPS/DR integrated
navigation system in order to provide a comprehensive
positioning solution and good vehicle position performance
in urban road.

Abstract—A novel vehicle navigation system is designed for
electronic road pricing(ERP),which can charge by the distance
of the route according to the traffic status. The method of
elimination of outliers of the Global Positioning System(GPS)
signal is presented. The combination of GPS and Dead
Reckoning(DR) is fulfilled to solve the vehicle positioning in
the blind area of the GPS, so that the integrated navigation
system can provide real-time and continuous position in the
city road. The system has been tested in the Singapore ERP2
project and achieved good test result.
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The System realizes the functions of data acquisition and
processing of GPS, the synchronization between GPS and
DR, the DR algorithm and information fusion of GPS and
DR. The architecture of system is shown as figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic congestion toll is a economic measure of
transport demand management, which plays a great role in
relieving traffic jam in urban center areas and gains a special
attention. As proven by worldwide practices, the measure of
road congestion charging can be used to optimize the spatial
and temporal distribution of traffic flow and improve the
entire operation efficiency of road network. The key to
reduce traffic congestion would be a comprehensive
transport policy of which congestion pricing is a central
component[1],[2].。.
Global Positioning System(GPS) provides a real-time,
whole-day, and global navigation service[3],[4], which can
be used to the city road congestion charging to locate the
three-dimension position of the vehicle at the real time and
charge by the mileage of the toll road section. As we know,
the performance of GPS is influenced by surroundings in city
roads. When the vehicle passes through the tall building,
under the bridge, and tunnel etc. , the precision of position
will be decreased greatly ,even invalid.
Dead reckoning(DR) has many advantages such as
independent navigation and high positioning accuracy in
short time. But its disadvantage is that its error can be
accumulated with the time and will be so great that it will go
out of use.
As a consequence, Whatever positioning method we use,
GPS or DR can't work well in urban road location
separately[5]-[7]. We need to used both methods together to
achieve a better position performance, in that we can
not only use GPS to gain a stable and reasonable positioning
property to make up for the accumulated errors of the DR,
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THE GPS/DR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1. The architecture of GPS/DR navigation system.

The system use two thread to deal with the data of GPS
and DR separately. When the DR keeps pace with the GPS,
firstly we use GPS data, including latitude, longitude, speed
and course, to verify DR parameter, secondly, we combine
the positioning result of GPS and DR to raise the precision of
location and plot the vehicle track on the electronic route
map.
The data acquisition and processing of GPS consists of
receiving GPS signal through serial communication from
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GPS receiver, parity check and extracting positioning data
including latitude, longitude, speed and course.
The Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU) comprise tri-axial
accelerometer and rate gyroscope, whose sampling rate are
100Hz.The accelerometer generates three dimension(3D)
acceleration, and the gyroscope generates roll, pitch and
course angular velocity. By use of these data, we can
calculate the 3D attitude angle including course and
complete the Dead Reckoning(DR) algorithm. By this way,
the error of GPS is fixed when the signal of GPS is blocked
or interfered.
The information fusion of GPS and DR uses cooperative
fusion, namely, working out the weighted sum of
positioning data of GPS and DR to acquire more accurate
location value according to the positioning condition of the
GPS.
III.

To deal with the continuous outliers or the signal attack
of GPS, we uses the last DR result as the last position value
of the system , and compare it with the current GPS position
value. If the difference of place, speed or acceleration is
bigger than the given value, the current GPS location data is
considered as continuous outliers. we can use DR result to
replace the outliers, and take it as the current location value
of the system.
IV.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF GPS/DR

Both state equation and observation equation of DR
Kalman filter are given below.
A. State equation of DR Kalman filter
The carrier coordinate is adopted in DR system. we
define geographical north-east-earth coordinate as vehicle
carrier coordinate, where the origin is mass center of vehicle,
X-axis points to geographical north and Y-axis points to the
east.
The status variables-X of the DR filters is given below.
X = [ n , vn an , e , ve ae ]' ，

THE DEALING WITH OUTLIERS IN THE GPS

The outliers refer to the wrong data due to sudden
obstacle of the sensor or gross measurement errors[8]-[10].
The GPS receiver suffers the thermal noise, the circuit
instability and the electromagnetic interference, thus, the
outliers are generated, and need to be eliminated[11] The
flowchart of elimination of GPS outliers is shown as figure
2.

n , vn an refers to the place, speed and
acceleration of the north, and e , ve ae represents the place,
where,

speed and acceleration of the east.
Given that T is data sample rate of the system, we make a
discretization equation and acquire the discrete status
equation listed as the following.
X k = Φ k , k −1 X k −1 + Wk 。
where ， X k = [ nk ,vnk ank ,ek ,vek aek ]'
discrete system status matrix,

is a

Φ k , k −1 is a discrete transfer

matrix，and Wk is a noise matrix.。The

Φ k , k −1 is listed

below.
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The discrete covariance equation matrix of the noise
matrix Qk is listed below.
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Figure 2. The elimiation of GPS outliers..

To kick of the outliers of GPS, we subtract the last
location information, such as place and speed information,
from the current one. If the difference exceeds a given
threshold, we think of the location value as outliers, and use
DR result to replace the current GPS data and make it as the
location value of the system at the time.
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where, the elements in the diagonal line of the matrix
means the variance of the noise.
B. Observation equation of DR Kalman filter
The measurement of the DR filter is
Z = [ wz , an , ae ]' .
where, wz refers to the angular rate of the gyroscope、

an is the north acceleration and ae is the east acceleration.
The observation equation is:

Z (k ) = H (k ) X (k ) + V (k )

where,
H
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Figure 3. The data fusion of GPS and DR.

ξ w is measurement noise.

V.

Because the observation equation is nonlinear, we need
to linearize it by Taylor series and neglect the higher-order
terms, and we get the linear observation equation as below.
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∂H Xˆ (k , k − 1)
Z (k ) ≈ H Xˆ (k , k − 1) +
X (k ) − Xˆ (k , k − 1)
∂Xˆ (k , k − 1)
+ V (k )

where,

[
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SIGNAL SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN GPS AND DR

It is important to make a synchronization between all
sensors. In GPS/DR integrated navigation system, we need
consider the signal synchronization between GPS and DR.
Without the synchronization, these two navigation system
exists time deviation and will make a data fusion at different
time, thus, the error is produced[12],[13]. Therefore , the
time synchronization is the basis to design the integrated
navigation system.
Due to the importance of the time synchronization of the
integrated navigation system, there are many researches
made in this area[14]-[16].
The current time synchronization of the GPS/DR system
is fulfilled by 1PPS of the GPS , which can achieve 1
millisecond time precision. But this method need to develop
from the underlying implementation and is more complicated.
Therefore, we presents a relative simple method, which
utilize the time information extracted from the NMEA0183
format or binary format navigation data output from GPS
receiver. In order to improve time precision, we use binary
format data to eliminate the time delay raised by the serial
communication.
The NMEA0183 location data from GPS receiver include
'GPRMC' and 'GPGGA' message. By analyzing these two
data, the whole position data , such as UTC(Universal Time
Coordinated) time, latitude, longitude, height, course and
speed, etc. can be extracted.
Since the total length of those two messages is less than
200 bytes, supposing the bit-rate of the serial communication
is 115200bps, the time delay is less than 14 milliseconds. If
we use binary format, we can decrease the delay. For
example, The UBLOX GPS receiver provide a binary format
data named 'ubx' data. It uses 48 bytes to include the location
data, so, the time delay of the serial communication is
reduced to 3.3 milliseconds.
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C. Information Fusion of GPS/DR
GPS/DR integrated navigation system adopts a
cooperative fusion, namely, working out the weighted sum
of positioning data of GPS and DR to acquire more accurate
location value according to the position condition of the
GPS. The fusion diagram is shown as figure 3.
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Accordingly, we use binary format navigation message to
extract the time information to realize synchronization. The
flowchart of the time synchronization between GPS and DR
is given by figure 4.

Figure 5.

The comparison of track between GPS and DR only system.

Figure 4. The time synchronization of GPS/DR navigation system.
Figure 6. The comparison of the error between GPS and DR only

VI.

ROAD TEST OF GPS/ DR NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The test result of GPS/DR integrated navigation system
is given by figure 7 and figure 8. The figure 7 gives a
vehicle track of the road test, and the figure 8 gives an
analysis of error.
It is clear that the location accuracy is improved. The
positioning error is decrease from 8m of standalone GPS to
7m of GPS/DR integrated system, and the entire positioning
performance is made better.

In order to validate the positioning performance of the
GPS/DR integrated navigation system, we held a road test at
the capital airport road in Beijing. We directed our vehicle
two circles around the road within 190 seconds.
To calibrate the position value, we adopted a high
precision location device, named RTK(Real-time kinematic)
device, whose positioning accuracy reaches 1 centimeter
whatever the vehicle is still or moving. Thus , we can
compare the location accuracy among the GPS, GPS/DR and
RTK to evaluate the location performance of the GPS/DR
navigation system.
The road tests include two cases. On one hand, DR runs
independently and on the other hand, DR works with GPS to
accomplish integrated navigation. After the tests, we
compare these two positioning results with GPS and RTK.
The test result of the DR only is shown as figure 5 and
figure 6.
The figure 5 gives the track of the vehicle and the figure
6 analyzes its error. From the figure 6, it is easy to see that
when the DR works independently, it's positioning
performance is good in short-time(within 25s or so), but its
location error becomes worse with the time, and reaches 40
meters.

Figure 7. The comparison of the track between GPS and DR only system
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